Current state of knowledge
The current DBMS are undergoing a keen competition in order to gain the market quote and that is why, for each new version, one of the key words is optimization. As the companies have to cope with a keener and keener competition nowadays, they must be more and more flexible in order to be able to adjust very fast. In this respect, the companies must be able to take into account all the events which are taking place and to foresee the future ones [1] . Therefore, such a thorough analysis implies making the best use of a company's database. This involves the use of a great and very complex amount of data and the results need to be obtained in the shortest time possible. This thing is possible now due to the optimization mechanisms offered by DBMS. The rapid increase in the data volume has created the problem of overloading the databases. The technology for processing and analyzing huge sets of data has legged behind the technology of collecting and stocking databases [2] . More often than not, especially in big companies, the servers can hardly meet the demands received, in spite of the mechanisms for optimizing the data allocation and retrieval. In order to cope efficiently with such situations, the solution means database machines. These are some computers specialized in stocking and processing a very great amount of data. They have been conceived in a special way, hardware and software, to access the data rapidly and they get connected to a main processor through a high speed channel. We can say that such computers "know" how to work only with databases. The aim of building up and using some database machines is that of making the best use of the computing resources in the information applications with databases, which means the maximum optimization, It is well-known that any specialized computing resource (hardware or software) offers maximum performance because it eliminates the intermediary levels. Any further level (hardware or software components) which appears between the user and the data from the computer means further time for allotting and retrieving the data from the computer, as well as an increased probability of some errors. The current economic framework makes the 1 managers use a greater and greater volume of data which should be accessible in the shortest time possible for the decision-taking process that is supporting systems for efficient decision-taking are necessary. The database machines meet best these requirements as: there is specialized software for handling a great volume of data (Database Management Systems -DBMS) and there is now hardware system specialized in data stocking and processing. The software component has continually developed through the integration of new information technologies, while the hardware component has stopped developing due to the lack of an adequate technology. During the past years, such technologies have appeared and have been integrated into the database machine concept: massive paralleled processing, dealing with great database volumes (data warehouse, data mining, OLAP etc.), Grid Computing etc. The concept of database machine, like hardware and software specialized in database dates back to the seventies, period in which the first research on this subject was carried out. Ever since, the machines conceived especially for the databases have been used fluctuating, having periods when their potential was pointed out but also periods when this concept was abandoned. The favorable periods for the database machines were those when new facilities, both hardware and software were introduced on the market: parallel processing, increasing the database stocking capacity, optimizing the computing resources. Having studied the specialized literature, we put forward the following table of database machines evolution ( Table 1) . Based on parallel processing The 80s
More and more powerful microprocessors Small capacity stocking devices The 90s
Great capacity stocking devices The 2000s
Cost of I-O operations Growth of the bandwidth for catching up with the processor-memory delay 2010
Modern database machines
The first two database machine manufacturers were Britton-Lee and Teradata, the first company being subsequently taken over by Teradata. He has continued his research up to now. According to their functionality, the database machines which have been built so far can be divided into the following categories: multiprocessor database machines, intelligent devices for secondary storage (specialized hardware), database filters (specialized hardware) and associative memory systems. As far as the multiprocessor machines are concerned, the most widely used at this moment, they can be classified as [3] :  shared-nothing in which every processor has its own memory and disk units (examples: DBC/1012 Teradata, Gamma, Bubba, and Idioms);
 shared disk uses multiple processors, each with its memory unit but with a shared disk system;  shared everything uses multiple processors that have shared memory and disk drive. Shared-nothing type systems are the most performing for the decisional support on a large scale, while the shared everything system types are the best for processing online transactions. It can be inferred from the specialized literature that the use of massive parallelism or associative memory are not sufficient. A revolution in terms of massive data storage devices was necessary, but also suitable devices for the reducing the loading time of the data storage device from the database [4] . Until the hardware components had evolved in this respect, the development of the database engine stopped. This evolution took place in the '90s and 2000 when new information technologies appeared concerning the data storage and processing. In this way the modern database machines have been conceived.
2 The optimization of the computing resources by using modern database machines As DB machines are specialized computers for the development and the operation of database applications, they have a number of specific mechanisms to optimize the computing resources -time for data access and space allocation data. Oracle Exadata V1 as the first modern engine database was created by Oracle and HP -Hewlett-Packard companies at the end of 2008. The machine consists of a family of software and hardware products designed for an efficient storage of data that improves over 10 times the query performance (access time) of a data warehouse [5] . Oracle Exadata uses a parallel architecture to increase the bandwidth necessary for the transmission of data between the database server and storage space. The storage software component is intelligent: it downloads the query intensive processes of Oracle Database 11g servers and performs the query processing closer to data. The result is a parallel processing of data which is more rapid and with less data traffic through connections with bigger bandwidth [5] . Some of the advantages of Oracle Exadata Storage product for optimizing computing resources are: the answer to queries from the data warehouses is very fast, multiple queries can be run simultaneously, the scalability is unlimited (any Oracle Exadata Storage Servers can be connected). Oracle and HP have launched the HP Oracle Database Machine, which includes its main component the HP Oracle Exadata Storage Server. HP Oracle Database Machine contains 8 database servers with Oracle Database 11g and Oracle Real Application Clusters -RAC with the Oracle Enterprise Linux operating system. The machine includes a network storage server of 14 HP Oracle Exadata Storage Servers, each with 112 processors. The network storage has a capacity of 168 TB and a bandwidth of 14 GB per second between the storage servers and the database servers. HP Oracle Exadata Storage Server is a combination of Oracle software and HP hardware. Each storage server is based on HP ProLiant DL180 G5 server whose main specifications are shown in [6] . Oracle Exadata Storage provides the base for the dynamic building data storage grids. The network storage also forms a massive parallel query engine. Note. CERN has tested the HP Oracle Database Machine and found that using the offload option (option selected by the producer in the initial configuration) can quickly upload large amounts of data [7] , being optimized both the time and the space. Exadata Database Machine Version 2 was produced by Sun and Oracle and launched in 2009. This database machine is the fastest server neither in the world nor only for storing a large volume of data (data warehouse and OLAP), but also for current transactions processing (OLTP), the first of this kind in the world [8] . The machine was built using standard hardware components, plus: FlashFire technology -from Sun, Oracle Database 11g Release 2 and Oracle Exadata Storage Server Software Release 11.2, Database Machine Version 2 -from Sun and Oracle. With these technologies, the new machine is two times faster than Oracle Exadata Version 1, concerning the optimization of the storage (space) and query (time) data. Database Machine from Sun and Oracle goes beyond the data storage applications due to the adding of Exadata Smart Flash Cache [8] based on FlashFire technology from Sun which provides exceptional performance and scalability for current transaction processing (OLTP). The core of Sun Oracle database machine is the server Oracle Exadata Storage which is optimized software for processing the retrieval requests from Oracle Database 11g. A piece of news concerning the optimization in Oracle Exadata V2 is the component Smart Flash Cache (SFC), based on Sun technology. This settles the competition of the I/O operations from the disk, the random access being performed very fast, which means an efficient processing of transactions (1 million random input-output operations per second). The SFC component involves the integration of computer networks with the technology of servers and the technology of the data storage in order to create a database of performance which has not been done before. The massive parallel machine architecture Sun Oracle database allows the modularity, that is the dynamic expansion by adding specialized servers, database servers, network nodes, resulting in a grid type architecture tolerant to errors. Within such architecture any component can yield, without stopping the system (usually by the distributed databasesOracle RAC rules). Such a high performance is obtained with minimal possible computing power Exadata Version 2 is available in four models: full rack (8 database servers and storage servers 14), half-rack (4 servers for database and 7 servers storage), quarter rack (2 database servers and 3 data storage servers) and a base system (one database server and one server storage). The applications which are running on the Database Machine from Sun and Oracle perform up to 1 million operations I / O per second to Flash storage. The contribution of the two companies to the new database machine is as follows [5] :  hardware from Sun: FlashFire memory cards -allowing high-performance OLTP, Intel Xeon processors (Nehalem) -80% faster CPU, 600 GB SAS drives to 6 gigabytes per second -50% faster drives, DDR3 -200% faster memory, 72 GB per server database -125% more memory, 40 gigabits per second InfiniBand -network with 100% faster, new disk capacity 100 TB (SAS) or 336 TB (SATA) per rack;  Oracle software: the first flash database in the world activated -Oracle 11g Release 2, column hybrid compression, data compression of 10-50 bigger, scanning of compressed data and faster execution of queries, index storage, reducing input and output operations, transfer of processing queries to a storage device using Smart Scans, Smart Scan component of Data Mining models in the storage servers [5] . Oracle Exadata V2 is based on a massive parallel architecture that includes fast servers and interconnections that connect storage servers and databases. The level of performance of the Oracle Exadata product V2 [5] is much higher than the previous generation level (Oracle Exadata V1): 20 times more random inputs and outputs, bandwidth input / output 5 times faster -FlashFire technology, computing capacity and network performance twice bigger. Note. According to TPC, a non-profit organization which has as objective the testing and the intercomparable performance of different database technologies, the SunFire technology is considered the second as performance in terms of decision support system. The TPC-H test is one of performance (number of queries per hour) in terms of decision support and illustrates decision support systems that examine large volumes of data, perform complex queries and give answer to critical questions of the business [9] . The launching of an advanced product such as Oracle Exadata has not remained without echo among the competitors, especially since the machine database concept was launched long ago by the company Teradata. Teradata and Netezza are two companies which make the hardware products active on the market, especially those for data warehouses. Michel Bruley, Marketing Director at Teradata France, shows that the Teradata database machine are designed for data warehousing company, which must include simultaneously several different departments: commercial, marketing, logistics, financial, human resources so as to carry out transverse analysis. Therefore, in this case there is not a problem concerning the data volume, but the complexity of data utilization. Netezza is a database machine produced by the company with the same name, a modern competitor of the Oracle database machine. Oracle Exadata introduces an additional step, namely it filters data after reading them from the disk, so that only relevant information to the database is transferred for processing. As filtering is performed outside the database, it is much faster. In the Netezza systems the data after having been filtered continue to be processed outside the database, then retrieved and ordered at node level (for each disc), and the result is sent to a database that combines the results from different nodes. Another advantage of Netezza systems is that there is a 1 to 1 relationship between the number of processors and the number of disks, while in the HP Oracle Database Machine there are more disks than processors. Christian Raza, Operations Manager at Netezza France concerning the HP Oracle Database Machine product performance says that what Oracle suggests represents only a package of the traditional database Oracle 11g [10] , while the company Netezza has developed a completely different and new architecture compared to what existed at that moment, providing performance and ease in utilization. A disadvantage of this system over Oracle is connected to the bandwidth: the processing modes are connected to the database through the InfiniBand mechanism means, which is much faster than the one chosen by Netezza. Note. Transilvania Bank is the first client of Sun Oracle Exadata Database Machine V2 product. This bank uses the first Oracle database machine within their data warehouse.
LGR IT company uses Oracle Exadata Database Machine to provide to mobile telephone operators data storage services in data warehousing, analysis and reporting concerning the recordings with details of the calls performed in the network (Call Detail Records, CDRs) whose number can be hundreds of millions or even billions per day.
Examples of modern database machine applications
Database machines in the geographical information systems. Together with the use of databases in domain of geographical information systems (GIS -Geographical Information Systems), appeared the necessity of storage and query of new data types, the geospatial ones. These can be of two types: raster and vectorials. Raster data are photos of the Earth taken either from a satellite or from the airplane: they are files that store information in discrete cells arranged in rows and columns. Each cell or pixel from photography preserves a certain value. The vectors data consist of points, lines, and polygons. They are suitable for storing objects shape, unlike the raster data that stores their content. Taking into account the complexity of these types of data, in a GIS project at a national or international level, a very large amount of database will be used. In addition to the choice of a database which in the terms of the software products should provide the implementation of some algorithms for the optimization of the geo-spatial data query, it would also be efficient to choose a database machine that has specialized hardware incorporated for operating with such data. The spatial databases use a query model in two steps to solve spatial queries or spatial junctions. Two well-known operations are carried out under the name of primary filtration and secondary filtration. The primary filtering allows the quick selection of the candidate records (registration) that will enter into the second filter -secondary, after which the exact result will be returned. Hardware acceleration mechanisms of queries and spatial junctions, based on graphics processing are presented in the specialized literature [11] , [12] . For example, the test for the intersection of two polygons will be the following:  the first polygon will be colored with color c1;  the second polygon with color by the color c2;  searching for color pixels c1 + c2;  if existing, then the two polygons intersect themselves. A filter is proposed to be introduced as an intermediary between the primary filtration and the secondary filtration that should reduce even more the candidate set of records which will enter into the secondary filtration by using a graphics processing mechanism.
Modern database machines as a highperformance solution for e-Voting. Together with the evolution of the information technology, the governmental institutions started to take interest in the automation (computerization) of the flows of activities that they undertake [13] . Thus, the term e-Voting appeared. It is a concept widely used in the century we live, but little implemented at a global level, as information systems. An e-Voting system is part of an e-Government type information system at local or national level. The most important function of an e-Voting type information system is the automation of the voting process (primarily the electoral vote). Such an information system requires that the citizens of a certain locality or State vote via the Internet (without going to the polling station) the president, the party or the mayor who will lead the State or the respective locality during the next mandate. The main reasons for which the e-Voting type systems have a restricted use in the world are:  it is very difficult to provide a high level of the data security;  the need for some performing software and hardware products which could cope successfully with a large number of queries during the voting process and then while extracting the final reports with the results of the voting process and the designation of the winners.
We consider that the above mentioned difficulties can be overcome if an information system for e-Voting had as support a database machine. Therefore, we suggest connecting the product Oracle Exadata Storage Server V2, to an e-Voting type information system. In order to check the complete functionality and the performances of the new obtained system, it is desirable to achieve a simulation of the voting process, first on a small sample of population, for example a medium sized city in Romania. Then the implementation of this system at a national level can be done, if the obtained results are:  the display time of the page with the list of the candidates must be reduced, less than 10 seconds (The list of candidates will be loaded in the voting page by queries of the database);  the display time of the reports with the final results must be reduced if possible less than 10 minutes. By joining the information e-Voting system to the Oracle Exadata Storage Server V2 product, we get a very performing product, currently without competition and that can spur institutions to adopt it.
Conclusions
The huge data volume and also the high complexity of data led to the emergence of modern database machines, as a solution for the optimization of the computing resources. In the new economy based on knowledge, the role of storage, queries and data analysis is crucial for any company. When the volume of these data becomes very large, the use of a database machine, hardware and software, specialized for storing, accessing and interpreting data in real time becomes a competitive advantage. The obsolescence of these machines occurs in a relatively short time, taking into account that a more performing machine can be launched simultaneously with the hardware developments in this field. The last two years witnessed the launch on the market of modern database machines. This was possible due to the current information context, marked by the emergence and the consolidation of new information tech-nologies concerning the storage and the efficient processing of large volumes of data. The applicability of the modern database machines refers both to data warehouses (analytical processing -OLAP) and to the transactional databases (transactional processing -OLTP). Modern database machines can be used for decision support systems, and also for information executive systems where it is necessary to optimize the data storage, as well as the retrieval of data (the banking system, the governmental system, marketing, etc.). The construction of specialized computers for the optimization of the data storage space and the data access time is an efficient solution for the companies which make use of data warehouses. 
